


In the middle of a public place, crowded and usually uncomfortable, where generally there’s
plenty of time and a lack of activities, MOS awaits you to rest, connect, distract, work, or
whatever you need, as long as you need it. A space designed to fit you and your idea
of comfort, with an integral proposal of entertainment, rest, connectivity, at an affordable price

Our goal is to break the paradigm of "the one who waits, despair" in the whole planet, and not
only be "mosified" with our services the uncomfortable occasions, usually related to stressful
situations, but also that our guests find in the privacy of the MOS Modules, an excellent option,
always available, out of their own habitat.

We want to be everywhere, indoor and out in the open of companies, institutions and all
spaces of crowded coexistence spaces.

Our goal segment is focused on Transportation, Education, Health, Commercial spaces, Business
and tech centers, Government and corporate Offices.

INTRODUCTION



Our proposal is based on the optimal application of technology, both to provide the service and 
to manage the business.

We only have 3 or 4 participants in our business cycle, which is simple, fully managed by MOS 
and based in the Win-Win philosophy.

• MOS - Our Main Office (HQ): and our local companies associated with the management of the 
Operators.

• TENANTS: Those companies where our MOS Modules are installed and providing service.

• OPERATORS: Franchised companies that manage the business, based on a specified number of 
modules, in registered tenants. Occasionally, the TENANT may also be the OPERATOR, or the operation 
may be fully outsourced to MOS.

• HOST - Person who hires the service.

BUSINESS MODEL



What are the keys that make people and organizations be interested to be MOS’s OPERATORS?
- Innovative and revolutionary business: MOS did not exist before MOS!! Our initiative integrates cutting-

edge technology and innovative design, tending to provide a paradigmatic, necessary and universal service.

- Immediate production: MOS modules are plug and play. Connect them to an outlet and start using them
immediately.

- Online and real time control: Get real time information about your modules and your sales!

- Unlimited Scalability: You can start with one or as many MOS modules as you want, and grow with your
organization's capabilities. There are no quantity limitations or geographical restrictions to grow with MOS.

- It doesn’t require any assets’ rents or investments: Nothing to buy and nothing to rent, MOS puts its
Modules to work for you in your tenants.

- Minimum HHRR’s requirements: A basic technician every 10 or 20 Modules, is all you need to support the
business. You don’t need cleaners, receptionists or bellboys. You don’t even need any administrative staff.

- Simple cloud based operation: Access 24/7 to your private account in the MOS cloud while the modules
are working for you.

- High profitability: Exceptional ROI in record time.

- Multiple related businesses: VIP Access to multiple related businesses: Advertising, Internet Hostspot,
Events and much more.

WHY INVEST IN MOS?



The use of MOS modules is based on a time-of-use (TOU) rate plan (average rate: USD 10 per
hour). The end user or HOST, can make a reservation on our APP or directly in each module.
Both interfaces, also allow the user to locate the closest MOS, knowing their status (Available or
Busy), prepay and make a remote reservation (book the service on a remote module)

From our Franchise Headquarter, we take care of all processes related to the end costumer
payment’s collection, We also take care of rents and any other payment to the tenants, as well
as other administrative tasks and costs related to the use of each module assigned to your
franchise, that’s why you shouldn’t worry for the routinary management of your investment.
Each month, you will receive the net profit of your business.

HOW THE BUSINESS WORKS FOR THE FRANCHISEE?



In our franchise system, MOS carries most 
of the investment and risk.

- Design, update and adapt the modules’ 
software and hardware to the national and 
international standards.

- Optimize and permanently improve the 
construction and distribution of the MOS 
Modules and their technological gadgets.

- Carry out the integrals business marketing 
and promotion actions.

- Build and manage the entire franchise 
community.

- Perform 99.9% of financial and accounting 
activities.

- Pay between 90 and 100% of the business’s 
operational expenses.

- Induce and train the franchisee in the main 
business’s control areas, the initial MOS modules’ 
setup and their regular maintenance.

- Deliver the MOS Modules at the customs of the 
franchisee's country, as well as the technological 
devices, managed by an RMA policy.

- Handle the drafting and signing of contracts with 
the Tenants according to the franchisee’s 
business.

- Cover 99.9% of the operation costs of the 
modules, including (without any limitation): 
internet service, insurances, leases, tenant 
commissions and other possible overhead 
expenses.

- Execute local promotion actions in coordination 
with the Franchisee.

CONTINUOUS MOS' 
RESPONSIBILITIES 

OUR INITIAL RESPONSIBILITIES 
WITH THE FRANCHISEE



- Have a legally constituted company and fulfill all tax obligations as specified by the local law.
- Propose an auditable business plan.
- Prospect and enroll Tenants for the modules’ implementation.
- Manage the different import procedures associated to your franchise' MOS modules.
- Assemble the MOS modules in their final location.
- Hire the Inspectors (preventive and corrective maintenance technicians assigned to a group of modules in and

specified coverage area) and keep them trained.
- Cover the minimum costs of consumables goods associated with the normal operation (waste bags, cleaning

products, air conditioning filters, etc.)
- Accomplish the average occupation’s level, established by the franchise.
- Comply with the Contract and the Franchise Manual.

- Franchise Fee
- Shipment and transportation costs, import duties and all taxes related to the modules’ nationalization 

expenses.
- Advertising and marketing Fee. Charged quarterly, from semester 2.
- Software Maintenance Fee. Charged quarterly, from semester 2.
- When renewing the contract (3 years), you should make an investment on software and hardware update of 

every MOS Module.

FRANCHISEE’S OBLIGATIONS

INVESTMENT AND MONTHLY FEES



- MOS Modules: With the Franchise Fee payment, you have access to the possibility of requesting as
many MOS modules as you require, backed up by your business plan and your company capabilities. You
will also have to accomplish the variables imposed by the franchisor; being the main one the average
occupancy percentage levels.

- We grant you the non-exclusive right to use our Mark.
- Operation Manuals
- Technical and commercial training.
- Initial promotion and institutional advertising associate to the new franchisee.
- Permanent Assistance
- Private Access to the Management Software
- Business Know-how

WHAT’S INCLUDED IN THE INITIAL FRANCHISE FEE?



ASSEMBLY MEASURES AND REQUIREMENTS
- Space required per Module: 400 ft3 (8.2ft x 6.5ft x 7.5ft) – 50ft2 floor.

- Structural Assembly (Wireless Screwdriver): 2 operators / 3 hours.
- Electricity and devices installation: 1 operator / 2 hours.
- Electrical Requirements: AC 220V-110V Outlet



- FIRST CONTACT: Meeting or Call with the potential franchisee, to offer an overview of the investment and
business model.

- INTEREST AND COMMITMENT: If there’s mutual interest, the potential franchisee signs a letter of intent, a
confidentiality contract, and does a down payment (which is returned or discounted from the Initial franchise
fee afterwards), this way we give you our Franchise Disclosure Document (FDD), which contains detailed
information about our the franchise’s operation, requirement and responsibilities.

- BUSINESS PLAN: The potential franchisee proposes us a business plan, in which it estimates in a timeline, the
number of modules to be placed and the estimated occupation they will have.

- EVALUATION: We evaluate the business plan. It may be subject to objections, modifications, new proposals,
project’s rejection, or move forward with the proposal.

- SIGN: The potential franchisee signs the Franchise Contract and receive the Franchise Operation Manual.
There will be included, the initial number of modules to be installed by the Franchise, an estimated delivery
dates of the modules in customs, and the Estimated quarterly occupation percentage, previously agreed.

- TRAINING: The franchisee and its technical operator receive an initial training on the business's general
operation.

- OPERATION: The Franchisee coordinates the contract’s signing with the tenants. Then receives the modules,
and should transports and assemble them in the tenant, and at the same time hire the Inspectors.

HOW IS THE PROCESS TO BE A FRANCHISEE?




